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theatre, where I saw some of the greatest actors and actresses of
the day* Among those whom I saw frequently were Henry Irving
and Ellen Terry, John Toole, Wilson Barrett, and Mrs. Kendall
I also saw Sarah Bernhardt, the greatest tragedienne of her time,
and possibly of any time, although one would like to forget her
interpretation of the character of Hamlet. I never had any intel-
lectual grasp of music, which I nevertheless greatly enjoyed, and,
as the famous Royal Artillery Band was stationed at Woolwich,
opportunities for hearing good music were seldom lacking.
During the years that I resided in Woolwich, from 1890 to the
end of the century, I was associated with the earliest attempt to
conduct, throughout the borough, Labour propaganda of a distinctly
Socialist character. Most of the speakers who then had a national
reputation spoke from our Sunday platform in Beresford Square,
and among them were John Burns, Tom Mann, Ben Tillett, Will
Thome, Andreas Scheu, Herbert Burrows, Edward and Eleanor
Marx Aveling, Harry Quelch, and Henry Mayers Hyndman.
The meetings were organized by a small group of Socialists, and
the local speaking was mostly done by Robert Banner and myself.
Banner was a widely read man, a Marxian in economics, and in
politics an out-and-out social democrat, and together with a handful
of local stalwarts, we laid the foundations on which the Woolwich
Labour Party was afterwards built.
Throughout my connection with it, I endeavoured to be entirely
loyal to the C.O.S., by whom I was employed, but my activities
nevertheless alarmed a section of its local members, and an effort
was made by one of the local clergymen to secure my dismissal; an
effort immediately and effectively resisted by other clergymen who
had more tolerant views. Prominent among these was the Rev.
Canon J, W. Horsley, the vicar of Holy Trinity Church. He had
served for a time as chaplain of the old Clerkenwell prison, and he
was an ardent reformer on the lines of the Christian Social Union,
Canon Horsley's greatest contribution to local well-being was his
enthusiasm for sanitary reform, especially in the slum area of his
own parish. In support of his campaign monthly meetings were
held in the schoolroom attached to his church, and I began to
attend these almost as soon as I went to the borough. The demands
for structural improvement that we made were stoutly resisted by
the property-owners concerned, whose pockets we subsequently
emptied by forcing upon them repairs that were long overdue, I
had many opportunities of estimating the zeal and courage of a

